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Mayor Putzell called the meeting to order and presided as Chairman:

Present: Edwin J. Putzell, Jr.'
Mayor ^^- C

VCTE

tiI

O S B
Kim Anderson-McDonald T C S
William E. Barnett z C Y E
William F. Bledsoe COUNCIL 0 N E N N
Alden R. Crawford NiEr,BERS N D S o T
John T. Graver

Councilmen

Absent: Lyle S. Richardson
Councilman

Also Present:
Franklin C. Jones, City Manger
Mark W. Wiltsie, Asst. City Manager
Steven C. Brown, Personnel Director
Tara A. Norman, Administrative Assistant
Paul C. Reble, Police Chief
James L. Chaffee, Utilities Director

Called to order 9:10 a.m.

Mayor Putzell asked for discussion of a new audio
system for the Council Chamber. He said he had
received complaints from the public as well as the
television people and asked that this expenditure
be made. City Manager Jones indicated that his
staff had contacted the County for information
about the new system which has been installed at
the Commission Chamber and estimated the cost
of a new system here between $8,000 and $10,000.
Mr. Crawford suggested that clip-on microphones be
purchased and Mr. Barnett suggested getting input
from the CableVision technicians.

In preparation for discussion of the Parking
Operation budget, Mr. Jones explained that the
City had assumed responsibility for this function
from the Parking Authority. Expenditures are kept
in line with revenues from this operation,
including the new parking garage study, so that
people using the facilities are contributing to
the system.

Mr. Jones stated that historically the parking
operation began as a special district to provide
metered parking in the Fifth Avenue shopping
district and provide for purchase of off-street
lots. In addition, the City had areas around the
pier, for example, which called for parking
enforcement and control. Money from these meters
goes to maintain meters and pay for
enforcement. Both those objectives are currently
being met (payment on $30,000-40,000 of debt
remaining, etc.).

Enforcement of parking regulations is under the
Police Department and administration of permits
and citations is done by Finance with the capital
side of the operation handled by the City
Manager's office.
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Mr. Barnett asked if more meters were being
removed; some meters on Broad and'13th from Gulf
Shore Blvd. to the beachend would be replaced, per
Mr. Wiltsie. Mr. Jones also mentioned the lot at
Broad and Ninth, which did not prove to be
financially successful because the public,
instead, used the adjacent unregulated parking.
The meters therefore were removed to encourage use
of the lot; these meters are now used when
replacements are needed.

Mr. Bledsoe asked if it costs more to collect
money from meters than what the City receives.
Mr. Wiltsie said that the City does underwrite its
costs, but no more.

Future plans were to extend to the beachends the
type of parking operation used at the pier, Mr.
Jones further pointed out; fees would be used to
support this function as well as maintenance of
the beachends.

Mrs. Anderson-McDonald asked about a beach parking
permit system. Mr. Jones said that a combination
of metered and permit parking had been
contemplated. Mayor Putzell said that a workshop
would be conducted on this soon. Mrs.
Anderson-McDonald said her concern was utilization
of the beach by people from outside the area to
the detriment of local residents. Mr. Jones said
that theoretically each beach parking area would
be divided between these various types of parking
needs so that local residents would be assured of
a certain portion of the spaces.

Council then turned to review of the Police
Department budget, and Chief Reble first addressed
the personnel element. For the first time in
several years the force is at full strength, both
sworn officers and civilian employees, he
reported. This includes, however, recent academy
graduates and others entering the academy, so
seven of the full complement are not fully
implemented at this time. The City Manager has
also authorized recruiting to continue so that
replacements will be in the process and ready when
needed. A recent advertising/testing effort did
not yield very positive results, but they will try
again, the Chief said.

Mr. Barnett asked for a workshop to discuss the
methods used in hiring; Mr. Graver asked if the
problem centered around where the City advertised
these positions. Chief Reble said that 90
applicants came forward the last time and only
half appeared for testing; another half did not
pass the test. Oral boards cut out another half 1^
and physical testing further reduced that number.
Psychological testing also screens applicants (law
enforcement psychologist). Turnover is
approximately 12-13 per cent, which compares with
similar departments.
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Mayor Putzell pointed out that because Naples is
in competition with other larger city police
departments which provide a different environment,
officers frequently find work in this community
routine and not as exciting. "Word gets around in
the fraternity very fast. This is not a unique
problem to Naples, but the, same as like
departments in other cities this size," said
Mayor Putzell..

Mr. Crawford asked about the written test. Chief
Reble said this determines•, how proficient
applicants are at putting their thoughts into
writing; not many are eliminatedby this portion
of the exam, however. Mr. Bledsoe suggested that
advertising be done farther afield for officers
who are in the latter part of their careers and
who would like to move to a warmer climate. Chief
Reble said that he found that more mature
individuals do want to settle and stay, but it is
difficult to find mature individuals who qualify.

Pay-wise the department compares favorably with
cities on the west coast of Florida; 30-50 percent
more is paid, however, on the east coast, Chief
Reble explained, and serving in an environment
like the east coast is worthwhile to some young,
aggressive officers. Many who have left the
department for other jobs are returning to request
reinstatement, although frequently this does not
work out favorably. "The word is getting around
the department that the pastures are not always
greener and this will promote more tenure," . the
Chief predicted.

Addressing economies of the past year, Chief Reble
referred to the joint effort with Equipment
Management to utilize vehicles first for general
administrative functions and then police patrol.
The patrol function gets just as much life out of
the vehicles, but the bonus is the administrative
use. This is a good mixing of the two uses and is
proving to work well, he said.

This year the department received a donation of a
21-foot boat and confiscation funds were used to
purchase a trailer and outboard motor, resulting
in a basically cost-free marine unit. Mrs.
Lavern Gaynor from Keewaydin Island also donated
various other marine equipment.

Another efficiency achieved by the department in
the past fiscal year was the assignment of special
events to specific individuals to coordinate
which resulted in savings of overtime pay through
better planning.

Donated was Officer Mac (robot) to use for
training in schools; an electric typewriter was
donated as well as other equipment. Mr. Barnett
stated that the robot was doing a great job and
Chief Reble said that its use will be expanded,
particularly with the "Say No" to narcotics
program. The Chief advised Council that he had
been attending meetings on the problem of crack
cocaine and cited a significant increase in drug
arrests this year.

Qc^
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Mr. Crawford said he had seen films on this which
were shown in the schools and feels they do not
get the message across, particularly because the
parents rarely take the time to see them also.. He
suggested that reformed drug users speak in the
schools which might have more impact to
illustrate what physical and psychological damage
can result from drugs. Chief Reble will
distribute a packet of information to the Council
on the subject of rock (or crack) cocaine.

He further pointed out that this area was the
first in the state to identify that type of
narcotic and, surprisingly, there are seven or
eight counties in Florida which still say that
they have no problem, but they do. Law
enforcement people are also having to provide the
judges with information because this drug is so
new, and under current laws, there would have to
be enough crack in a person's possession to kill
20 people before possession of that amount could
result in a felony conviction.

There are no programs in the local area to combat
this problem. "You cannot involuntarily detain
someone under the influence of these drugs," Chief
Reble explained, but advised that the legislature
is in the process of reworking statutes to
specifically address this problem.

Addiction occurs the first or second time crack is
used; a 20 minute high is followed by a deep
depression.

Mr. Graver asked if more could be done to get
publicity; Chief Reble said he has continued to
work with the news media and reporters were with
the department when a large arrest was made
recently. Department representatives have also
appeared on television.

Mrs. Anderson-McDonald asked whether there was
a problem in the elementary schools; although the
department hasn't experienced any problem, other
agencies have, said the Chief.

The department's levels of service were then
addressed. This is measured by calls received;
for.the first seven months of this year there was
an increase of 25%. This goes along with growth
and indicates that it will continue, according to
the Chief, who confirmed for Mayor Putzell that
the department is allowed hot pursuit into the
County, which is provided by state statute.

Proposed economies include the volunteer programs
on which a presentation will be made to the
Council next week. This program will be expanded
and should allow slack to be taken up without any
additional, or very little additional. cost.

In connection with the building expansion, Mayor
Putzell 

asked 
if- p ce for the 1sra ^ for ^^^^ vo^ua^ecr program ► c t c c

was being anticipated; Chief Reble said that this
is being taken into consideration. "We don't want
to have another expansion four or five years from
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now," said the Mayor and Chief Reble assured him
that this expansion should handle needs for at
least ten years with storefront'type operations
used if additional areas were annexed to the City.

Contracting for services would probably be limited
to custodial work, but this has not been
successful in the past, Chief Reble explained.
Now two part-time individuals are , doing all the
needed routine maintenance. In the past costs
for contractual maintenance have not compared
favorably with hiring employees, and consideration
was also given to including this facility in the
City Hall contract, said Mr. Jongs', and this has
not worked out well. Mr. Graver asked if there
was a requirement for security with custodial
people; the department does a background check on
all people employed. Total costs for these
services are divided between janitorial supplies
and the two part-time employees shown in the
budget.

Mayor Putzell asked where employees from last
year's administrative functions were reorganized
into other divisions. Chief Reble said these
people were divided among the administrative and
services sections.

Mr. Bledsoe asked about the cost of keeping the
police boat at the city slip; it costs $400 per
month for two covered slips.

Mr. Crawford asked about the portable computers
used in vehicles and about other possible savings
in this area; Chief Reble said the department was
looking at computer aided dispatch which is,
however, still extremely expensive. It is a great
administrative aid and would be of much assistance
in the future, he added. Lap computers now in use
eliminate the need for officers to return to the
station to write reports; input goes directly into
the computer when the officer visits the scene and
can be edited for clarity later, if necessary.
Mr. Crawford asked if computer aided dispatch
would be implemented in the capital improvement
program; Chief Reble noted that in the next few
years it would be and that costs might come down
by then.

Mr. Bledsoe stressed the value of the volunteer
program in supplementing the department's efforts;
"people like to be associated with police work,"
he said. Chief Reble said that the department
hopes to greatly expand this program in the coming
year to include external services as well as
administrative work.

Mayor Putzell asked Chief Reble about the meetings
and seminars listed and asked how he is sure the
department is keeping up with the state of the art
in law 

enforcement.
Chief Reble said that state

standards call for a minimum amount of training
for each officer to maintain certification. Each
one of these programs provide a curriculum outline
which covers important issues and this information
is provided for review when requests for seminars
are made.

Mayor Putzell asked about using FBI training
services; the Chief is a graduate of the FBI
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administrative program and currently a lieutenant
is attending. "If this city is going to keep up
with organized crime, we've got to stay up with
the state of the art or we are going to regret
it," said Mayor Putzell. Chief Reble also advised
Council that the department currently has four
individuals with master's degrees and six more
in bachelor's programs. Master's degrees are'
actually in the MBA area because there isn't a
master's program specifically for law enforcement.
Mayor Putzell asked if seminars are also used in
the area of criminal investigation. Chief Reble
confirmed this, although he said it does sometimes
create staffing problems. A narcotics seminar is
coming up, he added, and he hopes to arrange
scheduling so that an investigative officer can
attend.

The Council raised the issue of service from the
911 emergency number. The County takes the call
and cannot transfer the call itself to the Police
Department but must instead take the information
and relay it, the Chief explained. This is a
telephone line problem between the County and the
Motorola Company and there is currently a dispute
in the area between the two. Mayor Putzell asked
what it would cost for the City to have its own
911 number. There are massive problems in this,
said the Chief, particularly in splitting
jurisdictions. This current problem would be
solved if the telephone company became totally
computerized.

Mr. Barnett asked what the City could do to
intervene on the County's behalf, but Chief Reble
advised that part of the problem is that because
of the phone system Motorola does not have a
solution, either, at this time. Formerly the
department could talk directly to caller but can
no longer do this. "Why can't they use short-wave
radio?" asked Mayor Putzell. "It would be a
dedicated frequency and it seems that the solution
would be to patch two phone lines together and we
already have hot lines to the County
communications center."

The department puts out information on the its own
emergency number as an alternative to 911. Mayor
Putzell suggested negotiations with the County on
a higher level to settle this problem.

Mr. Bledsoe suggested providing the public with
phone labels with the City's police emergency
number.

Mr. Jones said that last week the commission was
addressing the various problems they were having
with their telephone system and when this is
solved it may help the 911 situation as well.

Mr. Crawford noted education and operating
supplies increases. Chief Reble said that much of
this is in the union contract, and there are many
people going to college at this time.

Mr. Graver noted the increased visibility of the
department in the Crayton Road area. This is a
goal which is ongoing, Chief Reble commented.

Utilities Director Jim Chaffee then appeared to
discuss his department's budget'., The philosophy

-6-
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taken was a conservative one, he said; no
additional personnel in sanitation were requested
although some personnel have been transferred
within this division for better utilization among
the operations.

In Utilities Administration one position has been
downgraded from utilities engineer to a technician
since the director is a registered engineer and
this would have been a duplication of services.
The department does have :'a need for technician's
services, however, Mr. Chaffee advised.

In water treatment no additional,personnel have
been proposed, but in the capital improvement
portion there is a large effort for next year. In
wastewater treatment additional personnel will be
needed for the new plant and reuse operation and
because of the conversion from a 16-hour to
24-hour a day operation. Although six personnel
were budgeted for 1985-86, they were not hired
because of construction delays on the new plant
and will not be hired until necessary. The
expansion in personnel will be in the technician
area, Mr. Chaffee explained.

Mr. Chaffee also told Council that there will be a
consolidation of lab testing staffs for water and
sewer work which will result in an overall
reduction in staff as soon as this new lab is
available. There are increasing testing needs
including monitoring wells for both the water
system and reuse system as well as those located
around the City's landfill. Certain testing,
however, will continue to be contracted out
because of the expense of the equipment needed,
making it is more cost effective than doing the
work in-house.

Contracting is also used for major - line
installation because larger contractors are better
able to handle these project, but in-house
personnel is used for smaller lines and pump
installation.

New levels of service are not being proposed
within the Utilities Department, said Mr. Chaffee,
but the staff is continuing to look at economies
within the current service level. He cited the
reorganization of the trash/garbage operation as
an example of improving service within current
resources. There has been an increase in tonnage
for residential garbage because of the addition of
the bag program for horticultural clippings,
although there are corresponding savings in the
other areas of the operation.

Mayor Putzell said he was concerned about the
the costs associated with hauling to the County
landfill and the tipping fees which will go up in
October. The proposed transfer station will not
have any effect on the tonnage which goes to the
landfill, but it does impact transportation costs
and the overall operation. This project is
proposed in this year's capital improvement
program and can pay for itself in about four years
without additional personnel. Estimated cost is
$750,000. Mr. Chaffee further explained that this
avoids necessity of individual trucks going to the
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landfill each time they are full which takes them
off the road for as much as two hours where a
transfer truck can haul as much as three or four
regular trucks.

In addition, Mr. Chaffee pointed out, residential
trucks can be reduced in size because the economy
of scale on which the City depended will no longer
be a factor when these trucks no longer have to
haul to the landfill. This is a reduction of a
capital cost, about $10,000 savings for each unit.

it will take about a year for the design and
construction of the transfer station, taking into
consideration the consultant selection process,
etc., Mr. Chaffee advised.

Mr. Graver said that landfill costs could go to
$25 per ton once the County recycling plant goes
into operation. This transfer station could be a
considerable savings in this area.

Because of lead time needed,. Mayor Putzell
recommended that the research into this matter
should be expedited, including privatization of a
transfer station operation.

Mr. Jones added that in the short term, operation
of a transfer facility should be looked at for
possible privatization.

Mr. Graver cited opportunities for utilizing
sludge and clippings for fertilizer production.
Mr. Chaffee said he was concerned about space
needed for continuation of the horticultural
landfill unless some measures such as this are
taken. "We are running out of space and it would
be very costly to have to send this material to
the landfill," he said. "This could be chipped
and combined with sludge to make a useful
fertilizer product." He also pointed out that
there is a continuing sludge disposal problem
which requires the City to dispose of a product
which of itself is not attractive. In the future,
Utilities will be considering recalsifying water
plant sludge for reuse of the lime byproduct.

Mr. Bledsoe asked if larger developments could be
encouraged to use some of these fertilizer
byproducts. Mr. Chaffee confirmed that there is
potential in this area, particularly if the
material is given free of charge just to dispose
of it. He said he also wants to experiment with
using some of the water plant sludge for fill and
will demonstrate this on some of the City's own
facilities.

Mr. Graver asked if the City owned sufficient land
for some of these uses; Mr. Chaffee replied that
there is potential for acquiring enough property.
The department is now, for example, working on a
long-term '7 ' Ly 

the the 1n
   lease with 1..11E owner of l..JiC land W11e1. V

the horticultural landfill is operated.

Mr. Crawford asked about increases in the solid
waste operation, particularly overtime. One of
reasons for this, explained Mr. i Chaffee, is the
newly instituted bag program which utilized people
from the trash operation in the residential

-8- i t
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division; in that division, holidays are worked
which requires the payment of overtime. Mr.
Graver asked about the impact of not having
garbage collection on holidays. Four major
holidays are currently granted drivers, Mr.
Chaffee stated, but because holidays predominantly
fall on Monday and with the Thursday and Friday
off for Thanksgiving, there is an unavoidable
impact on overtime.

Mr. Jones said that the increased payroll expense
is the need to make additional contributions to
workers' compensation funding.! Each workers'
compensation amount is a contribution toward the
city-wide program which include reinsurance. In
past years, Mr. Jones explained, the City hasn't
funded any of it because there was sufficient
reserves and claims levels were. low. Now premiums
have doubled and losses went 'up 50%, which is
anticipated again this year. To be safe, he said,
half was funded in the general fund and one
hundred percent in the enterprise funds.

Liability, property, and casualty insurance has
gone up in the water/sewer enterprise operation,
also.

General fund administration expense is the costs
to the enterprise operations. of administrative
services provided by other departments, Mr. Jones
further explained. As briefly covered in previous
budget meetings, the allocation method is set
by federal guidelines. Services for construction
contracts, for example, have required legal
services. Also included is postage on utility
bills, Mr. Jones said.

Mr. Crawford cited expenditures for water storage
facilities and asked if this must be done now and
thus utilize the entire reserve. Mr. Chaffee said
he felt strongly that delays would have a very
dramatic effect on the system and, because they
are long-term projects, they will not be on line
right away. To be able to use the capacity of the
Golden Gate well fields, additional raw water
storage is needed, and the distribution system
also needs attention fairly soon. "Once that's
done, it will serve for quite a number of years
before another storage tank is needed," Mr.
Chaffee explained. The two finished water tanks
are a greater need than raw water tank, but both
are actually essential.

Mr. Crawford wanted to know why raw water storage
is going to be located in Golden Gate City. This
is because the City already owns the land. "Will
this be a PR problem with Golden Gate residents
seeing our large tank going in out there?" asked
Mr. Crawford. This tank will be visible and
adjacent homeowners might disapprove of it, Mr.
Chaffee conceded. Mr. Bledsoe said there should
be some buffering.

If reserves are exhausted this year, Mr. Crawford
asked if the City would be able to restore the
reserves soon. They will be restored, City
Manager Jones confirmed. Mr. Graver pointed out
that the reserves were, in fact, established with
the idea that these projects would be done.

With a design/build type of contract on the tanks,
there is an economy of scale by using the same
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company for all three, Mr. Chaffee explained,
because these firms are out-of-town specialty
contractors.

Following Mr. Chaffee's presentation, City Manager
Jones showed a video tape on the quality
improvement program which was established by
Florida Power & Light and developed for use by
cities. The tape involves a program which has
been in operation about 18 months, he explained,
and further stated that this is an effort where
results are not usually visible until after the
first year. The expenditure for establishment of
a quality improvement program for the City is
shown in the non-departmental budget.

Mr. Jones explained that the local version of the
program would be to train representatives from
each department/division who in turn would train
quality circles of other employees. These groups
would be the ones to identify various problems or
inefficiencies and provide recommended solutions
and methods for implementation. "We gain employee
involvement on problems which might go
unidentified for long periods of time and
therefore unsolved," Mr. Jones pointed out.
"Involvement of service delivery level employees
gets them committed to solving problems."

The initial $20,000 will allow the City to
contract for the development of the program and
will require a commitment of support from the
departments. There may be very little initial
result while the program is developing, but Mr.
Jones predicted that there will be great eventual
benefit. Mr. Barnett noted the success of the
Toyota Company with this program over the past
several years.

Mayor Putzell asked about other costs involved.
There would not be other direct costs, only the
commitment of each department head to relinquish
employees for committee meetings and possible
other activities to implement suggestions which
are approved, responded Mr. Jones.

Mr. Graver asked what response had been received
so far from the departments. Mr. Jones indicated
that the department heads have been very
enthusiastic about this program; they have all
seen much more about the program than this
presentation, he pointed out, since one whole day
was devoted to a training session on the concept
and on implementation.

Mr. Graver cited needs communicated by the
departments for personnel and cited, in
particular, the data processing needs of Community
Development Department. This . is an excellent
candidate for this process, Mr. Jones pointed out,
because the people working with this data are the
most familiar with how data processing is to be
used in their application. Director Barry is
committed to allowing his employees to participate
in this, Mr. Jones said.

Council then pursued various other issues. Mayor
Putzell suggested discussion of the proposal to
reduce the requested new 'personnel by one position
and the suggested need for increased reserves.
Also discussion is needed about 'philosophy toward
salary increases.
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With reference to salary increases, Mr. Jones
explained that on April 1 or January 1, depending
upon bargaining unit, there will be general
increases of 3.5% for general workers; 4.0% for
police; and 2.5% for fire. This increase is
applied to the salaries at the time the adjustment
is instituted. These increases are set forth in
the contracts with the exception of 77 people who
are not represented by any bargaining unit. These
people receive their increases April 1 and
generally receive what the highest 'bargaining unit
is granted, and perhaps more.

Mr. Jones stated that there pis: an effort to
maintain as much management connection to
increases as possible through the merit system.
This is more effective than a longevity program.
Managers can award higher increases for
exceptional performance; the average is 2% for
merit. Evaluations are done at a specific time,
including department heads, and everyone receives
increases at the same time.

Mr. Crawford asked for additional information
comparing where costs in each budget account
increased and decreased so that the Council could
better respond to the public.

Council then addressed the reserve issue. Current
level of reserve is $1.5-million. Mr. Graver
asked City Manager Jones what he considered to be
a reasonable number. Mr. Jones recommended not
going below 10% for the general fund, but not
above 30%. Pressure will come from employees for
more money and from citizens to reduce taxes when
reserves are maintained at a high level. Mr.
Jones distributed an analysis of reserve levels
for the past six years.

Mr. Jones said he also felt more comfortable with
reserves when there wasn't the insurance pressures
the City is now experiencing. Formerly the
interest derived from the self-insurance fund paid _
for all losses; suddenly, however, people began
litigating which is part of a nationwide trend.
The City has had liability claims as low as
$12,000 in a single year; now just settled was a
$100,000 claim involving an automobile accident
caused by an employee. Police service is also a
high risk to insure which is why the City must be
very selective with recruitment, he added.

Mr. Graver asked about the City Attorney's role in
this area; other than initial consultation, the
legal advisers retained by the insurance
consultants normally function in defense, Mr.
Jones stated. This has in the past been very
effective service.

Mr. Jones said he retained his optimism that the
C; has areserves were over ly sufficient. •

^c ient . ^..
Thô

 Cityty
considerable lead time, even if there is a
potential for a large legal settlement in the
foreseeable future. There are also revenue
sources which could be pursued such as the ability
to levy a 25% surcharge on utility service outside
the city limits, he explained.
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r. Crawford took the position that the reserves
hould be increased. There should be some of each
ear's increases in revenue assigned to the
eserves and such a policy should be established,
.e said.

fr. Jones pointed out, however, that if the City
aced a million dollar judgement, it would not
ost the City that much because of excess
;overage. There is also sovereign immunity, the
fayor noted, which is a certain degree of
.dditional protection not present in the private
sector.

Ir. Graver said he was concerned about where the
:ity would turn if there was an emergency need for
tore resources than were on reserve. Mr. Barnett
Lsked for an analysis and Mayor Putzell
"ecommended that the City attempt to increase
total reserves annually. Mr. Crawford recommended
..5% of the operating budget each year to be added
:o the reserve fund. Mr. Jones said that this
could be a reasonable amount to strive for and
Jointed out that the excess of $120,000 now shown
rill be used for next year's budget so this type
)f amount is achievable.

layor Putzell said the Council was intellectually
;ommitted to this.

\djourned 11:55 a.m.

EDWIN J. PUTZELL, JR., MAYOR

JANET CASON
CITY CLERK

TARA NORMAN
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.

These minutes of the Naples City Council approved
SEP 1 1196
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